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 D'Souza) ancestral home. On the day of Jessie's wedding Anay's father (A. P. Komala) sacrifices his life by giving himself up to terrorists. After all this, Sachin's father and brother move out. Sachin is unable to bear the plight of his family. He takes a job as an assistant in the film production company and comes across Anay and Radhika (Nisha Sajja). Sachin falls in love with Radhika, but he does
not tell Anay about his affair. Anay is still in love with Sachin. At Anay's insistence Sachin agrees to a pre-wedding trip to the hill station. On the way back Anay and Sachin discuss their marriage and Anay also reveals that she is pregnant. Sachin is shocked and tries to explain to her but she breaks into tears and leaves. Anay thinks that Sachin is having an affair with Jessie and leaves for Bombay to

pursue him. Sachin tries to find Anay but he gets cold feet and moves to London. Sachin reveals to Sachin's mother that Anay is pregnant. She tells Sachin that he is the father of Anay's child and not the terrorist. Sachin's father, brother and mother realise that Sachin is Anay's father and disowns Sachin. Sachin returns to India on his birthday to apologise to Anay. Sachin's father tells him that Anay is a
good and honest girl and Sachin has disowned him. Sachin goes back to London where he meets up with Anay. Anay confesses that she still loves Sachin and they plan to run away. Sachin promises that he will come back to Anay. The film ends on a positive note with Sachin and Anay getting married. Cast Farhan as Sachin Amy.D'Souza as Jessie Nisha Sajja as Radhika A. P. Komala as Anay's father

Prithviraj as Sachin's father Naseeruddin Shah as Sachin's brother Reema Lagoo as Sachin's mother Amita Nangia as Anay's mother Vindu Dara Singh as Navin Rohini Hattangadi as Anay's sister Bharat Kapoor as Bhaskar Anand Sashtri as Bhaskar's friend Arun Bakshi as Arun Production 82157476af
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